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Abstract: In this article the predictive control is suggested to control the injection
fuel pulse width in such a manner that the air-fuel ratio deviates as little as
possible from the stoichiometric ratio during the transients of the engine. The
applied control strategy is based on the knowledge of an internal model of the air-
path, predicting the change of the air flow through cylinders, and consequently,
setting the prediction profile of the desired values of the objective function.
The second modeled subsystem of the fuel-path is an explicit component of the
objective function where the amount of the fuel is a function of the control
action. It was demonstrated by simulation that multiple model predictive control
has the potential to compete with standard look-up table strategies. Thus with
further research in the predictive control of air-fuel ratio, cleaner exhausts may be
expected.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of air-fuel ratio (AFR) control is one
of the main parts of the more complex emission re-
duction strategy for combustion engines. The mix-
ture quality is essential for efficiency of a three-
way catalytic converter and therefore sufficient
control techniques are needed to fulfil emission
legislations. During the last twenty years differ-
ent control methodologies were developed from
simple to more sophisticated "model (observer)-
based" ones. In advanced control methods the

model plays the most important role in the control
strategy. A classical approach to modeling prob-
lem of AFR is based on linear observer theory
where physical models of the process are part
of state estimator (Guzzella and Onder, 2004)
(Powell et al., 1998). A review of observers based
on physical laws related to "gray-box" models
can be found in (Hendricks and Luther, 2001).
Another promising branch of control model-based
strategies relies on "black-box" modeling princi-
ples where identified models are used. From the
field of nonlinear approximation theory many dif-



ferent nonlinear model structures have been ap-
plied to engine emission control problems. One
of the most popular approaches to combustion
engine modeling is based on neural network princi-
ples for their flexibility (Nelles, 2001). Especially,
the AFR modeling problem was solved by radial
basis function observer in (Manzie et al., 2002),
by Chebyshev polynomial network in (Gorinevsky
et al., 2003) and recently a simulator of AFR
dynamics based on recurrent neural network was
proposed by (Arsie et al., 2006). The purpose of
this study is to design the AFR predictive con-
troller based on linear parameter varying model
(LPV) of the AFR and a simulative verification
of its ability to maintain stoichiometric mixture
during transients throughout different operating
regimes of the 2.8 liter engine.

2. MODEL STRUCTURE

This section closely describes the model structure.
First, a general weighted linear local model with
single input single output (SISO) structure is pre-
sented. Specifically, composite local linear ARX
models with weighted validity (Murray-Smith and
Johansen, 1997) are identified to model AFR
nonlinear dynamics. The global AFR model is
then validated against measured data (Polóni et
al., 2007). Weighted linear local models (LLM)
have already been used in engine emission NOx
control applications as an extension of radial basis
function network sometime referred to as local
linear neuro-fuzzy tree network (Isermann and
Müller, 2003) (Hafner et al., 1999) and also in
diesel engine drivetrain modeling (Johansen et
al., 1998). Below it is shown how this structure
can be applied for modeling of AFR dynamics of
the engine.

2.1 Weighted linear local model network structure

The basic principle of this nonlinear modeling
technique is in partitioning the operating regimes.
For these operating regimes LLMs are defined.
The transition between particular local models
is fluent due to smooth interpolation (weighting)
functions. In this case the local models will be
linear ARX models with weighted parameters in
an operating point φ ∈ Φ ⊂ R

nφ ,

nM
∑

h=1

ρh(φ(k))Ah(q)y(k) =

nM
∑

h=1

ρh(φ(k))Bh(q)u(k) +

+

nM
∑

h=1

ρh(φ(k))ch + e(k) (1)

defining polynomials Ah and Bh

Ah(q) = 1 + ah,1q
−1 + . . . + ah,ny

q−ny

Bh(q) = bh,1+dh
q−1−dh + . . . + bh,nu+dh

q−nu−dh

(2)
where ah,i,bh,(j+dh),ch are the h-th local function
parameters and dh is the delay. The parameters
nM and nγ stand for the number of local mod-
els and size of the regression vector (8) respec-
tively. Here q−1 is the time shift operator, i.e.
q−iy(k) = y(k − i). The Gaussian local model
validity function {ρ̃h : Φ → (0, 1)}nM

h=1 is defined
by the vector of center cc,h ∈ R

nφ and by the
scaling matrix Mh

ρ̃h(φ(k)) = e−(φ(k)−cc,h)T
Mh(φ(k)−cc,h) (3)
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The function ρ̃h can be considered as degree of
fulfilment (even though it is not a combination
of antecedent fuzzy sets). To achieve a partition
of unity, local model validity functions are nor-
malised to get the weighting functions used which
is based on Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy inference (Takagi
and Sugeno, 1985).

ρh(φ(k)) =
ρ̃h(φ(k))

∑nM

h=1 ρ̃h(φ(k))
(5)

That means in any operating point
∑nM

h=1 ρh(φ(k)) =
1. For simulation of the model (1) following equa-
tion has to be considered

ys(k) =

nM
∑

h=1

ρh(φ(k))

( ny
∑

i=1

âh,iq
−iys(k)+

+

nu
∑

j=1

b̂h,(j+dh)q
−j−dhu(k) + ĉh

) (6)

Introducing the estimated parameter vector θ̂h

and the regression vector γ(k) with dmax =
max{dh}

nM

h=1

θ̂h = [âh,1, âh,2, . . . , âh,ny, {0, 0, . . . , 0}dh
,

b̂h,1+dh
, b̂h,2+dh

, . . . , b̂h,nu+dh
,

{0, 0, . . . , 0}dmax−dh
]T

(7)

γ(k) = [−ys(k − 1),−ys(k − 2), . . . ,−ys(k − ny),

u(k − 1), u(k − 2), . . . , u(k − nu − dmax)]T

(8)
equation (6) becomes,

ys(k) = γT (k)

nM
∑

h=1

ρh(φ(k))θ̂h +

nM
∑

h=1

ρh(φ(k))ĉh

(9)
The offset term ch of the local ARX model can be
computed from the system’s steady state values



Fig. 1. Engine setup

ye,h, ue,h. Given a parameter estimate θ̂h, the
estimate of ch is defined as follows

ĉh = ye,h + ye,h

ny
∑

i=1

âh,i − ue,h

nu
∑

j=1

b̂h,j (10)

There are several possibilities how to estimate
the parameters and weights of model (1). This
is discussed in (Johansen and Foss, 1993) and
(Takagi and Sugeno, 1985).

2.2 Air-Fuel ratio model structure

In this section we briefly introduce the AF ratio
model structure, see (Polóni et al., 2007) for
further details. The nonlinear (parameter varying)
model is needed mainly due to nonlinear throttle
characteristic (Heywood, 1988) and delay-varying
AFR dynamics. The dynamic model of AFR is
based on a definition of a mixture as a ratio of
air and fuel quantities in time instance (k). Since
λ(k) is a non-dimensional ratio the air and fuel
quantities can be expressed in any physical units,
even relative ones. It is convenient to express
these quantities in the meaning of relative mass
densities ([g/cylinder]) telling us how much mass
of air (or fuel) is concentrated per volume of
one cylinder. The relative mass density of the
mixture consists of relative air density ma(k)
and relative fuel density mf (k) that define the

mixture quality in a time instance (k). The effect
of mixture formation is transformed from the
discrete event process (one combustion cycle) to
continuous changes of AFR information due to
mixing dynamics in the exhaust manifold. To
scale the AFR at one for stoichiometric mixture
(λst = 1), we divide the ratio by the value of
theoretical stoichiometric coefficient for gasoline
fuel Lth ≈ 14.64, so the ratio is defined

λ(k) =
1

Lth

ma(k)

mf (k)
[−] (11)

The ma(k) and mf (k) information can be indi-
rectly measured with a delay at the confluence
point (Figure 1). To model λ(k), two different
subsystems with independent inputs are consid-
ered. The air-path subsystem (ma) with a throt-
tle position (tr) input as a disturbance variable
(DV) and the fuel-path subsystem (mf ) with an
injection pulse width (uf ) input as a manipulated
variable (MV). The other DV is the engine speed
(ne) which is implicitly included in the model
to define the operating point together with tr.
In accordance with the general model structure
presented in Section 2.1 the key variables are
defined in Table 1. In the operating point vector

Table 1. Symbol connection between
general expression and the model

general air-path fuel-path operating
symbol model model point

y(k) ma(k) mf (k)

u(k) tr(k) uf (k)
γ(k) γa(k) γf (k)

θ̂h θ̂a,h θ̂f,h

ρh(φ(k)) ρa,h(φ(k)) ρf,h(φ(k))
ĉh ĉa,h ĉf,h

φ(k) [ne(k), tr(k − δ)]T

the parameter δ represents the throttle position
delay. To simulate the AFR dynamics we combine
(9) with (11)

λs(k) =
1

Lth

[

γT
a (k)

∑nA

h=1 ρa,h(φ(k))θ̂a,h +
∑nA

h=1 ρa,h(φ(k))ĉa,h

γT
f (k)

∑nF

h=1 ρf,h(φ(k))θ̂f,h +
∑nF

h=1 ρf,h(φ(k))ĉf,h

]

(12)

The weighting functions considered for the global
AFR model are shown at Figures 2 and 3.

3. PREDICTIVE CONTROLLER DESIGN

The applied control strategy is based on the
knowledge of an internal model 1 (IM) of air-
path, predicting the change of air flow through
cylinders, and consequently, setting the profile of
desired values of the objective function on the
control horizon. The second modelled subsystem
of the fuel-path is an explicit component of the

1 Implying from IM strategy, we write ys in (8) and (18)

as internally simulated outputs
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Fig. 2. Weighting function - air path



objective function where the amount of the fuel is
a function of optimized control action.

3.1 Linear predictive model

The predictive control can come out from several
model structures of the system that lead to differ-
ent computation algorithms of the control action
(Maciejowski, 2002). Proposed MPC stands on
linearised process model similarly used in (Roubos
et al., 1999) and (Mollov et al., 2004). In this case
we will consider the state space (SS) formulation

of the system, therefore it is necessary to express
linear local ARX models in parameter varying
realigned SS model

x(a,f)(k + 1) = A(a,f)(φ)x(a,f)(k) + B(a,f)(φ)u(a,f)(k)

ms,(a,f)(k) = C(a,f)x(a,f)(k) (13)

This is a non-minimal SS representation which
advantage is, that no state observer is needed. The
individual vectors and matrices of equation (13)
are defined as follows

A(a,f)(φ) =
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(a,f)

(14)

x(a,f)(k) =
(

ys(k), ys(k − 1), . . . , ys(k − ny + 1), u(k − 1), u(k − 2), . . . , u(k − nu − dmax), 1
)T

(a,f)

(15)
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Fig. 3. Weighting function - fuel path

B(a,f)(φ) =
(

b1(φ) 0 0 . . . 0 1 0 . . . 0 0
)T

(a,f)

(16)

C(a,f) =
(

1 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 0
)

(a,f) (17)

The parameters of multi-ARX models are sched-
uled by operating point φ(k) according to (9) and
final weighted parameters are displayed in matri-
ces A(a,f) and B(a,f) for both subsystems. The
control of the fuel pulse width is tracking of the air
mass changing profile on a prediction horizon from
IM of the air-path, with the amount of injected
fuel mass. Due to tracking offset elimination, the
SS model of the fuel-path (13) (index f ) is writ-
ten in augmented SS model form to incorporate
integral action

x̃f (k + 1) = Ãf (φ)x̃f (k) + B̃f (φ)∆uf (k) (18)

or
[

xf (k + 1)
uf (k)

]

=

[

Af (φ) Bf (φ)
0 1

] [

xf (k)
uf (k − 1)

]

+

+

[

Bf (φ)
1

]

∆uf (k)

ms,f (k) = C̃f x̃f (k) + Df∆uf (k) (19)

or

ms,f (k) =
[

Cf Df

]

x̃f (k) + Df∆uf (k)

Prediction of the air mass (m−→a) on the prediction

horizon (N) is solely dependent on the throttle
position ( t−→r) and is computed as

m−→a(k) = Γa(φ)xa(k) + Ωa(φ) t−→r(k − 1) (20)

Due to unprecise modeling (IM strategy), biased
predictions of the air mass future trajectory and
consequently fuel mass might occur. This error
can be compensated by the term L[m̂f (k) −
ms,f (k)] in fuel mass prediction equation (m−→f )

m−→f (k) = Γf (φ)x̃f (k) + Ωf (φ)∆ u−→f (k − 1)+

+ L[m̂f (k) − ms,f (k)]
(21)

The matrices of free response Γa, Γf and forced
response Ωa, Ωf are computed from models (13)



and (18) respectively (Maciejowski, 2002). Since
there is only λ(k) measurable in equation (11),
the value of ma(k) needs to be substituted using
IM of the air-path, then

m̂f (k) =
1

Lth

ms,a(k)

λ(k)
(22)

The estimate m̂f (k) is used to compensate for
possible bias errors of predicted m−→f (k) in (21).

3.2 Computation of the control action

The controller indirect setpoint is λ = λst = 1,
and from (11) we define the control error

mf (k) −
ma(k)

Lth

= 0 (23)

The objective function for the AFR problem is
then defined and written for chosen prediction
horizon N in matrix formulation

J =

[

m−→f −
m−→a

Lth

]T

Q

[

m−→f −
m−→a

Lth

]

+ ∆ u−→
T
f R∆ u−→f

(24)
The control action computation stands on a min-
imization of the objective function

∆ u−→f = arg min
∆ u
−→

f

J (25)

For the sake of simplicity, the correction of the
bias in (21) is omitted and analytical solution for
constraint free case (Rossiter et al., 1998) is

∆ u−→f = −
[

ΩT
f QΩf + R

]

−1
·

·

[

x̃T
f ΓT

f QΩf −

[

m−→a

Lth

]T

QΩf

]T
(26)

Incremental controller can be expressed in the
meaning of receding horizon as

uf (k) = uf (k − 1) + ∆uf (k) (27)

4. SIMULATION

The ability to control the mixture concentration
at stoichiometric level is demonstrated through
the simulation of an experimentally validated
model (Polóni et al., 2007). The control scheme is
shown in Figure 4. In the simulation the sudden
changes of throttle position with changing load
(see engine speed (ne)) were considered to shift
the operating regime. The nonlinear character
mainly caused by the throttle can be seen at
ma, especially on different system gain in speed
regimes around 1000 and 2000min−1. Simulation
results are displayed in Figure 5. The predicted λ−→
together with the prediction of

m
−→

a

Lth
desired profile,

tracked with predicted fuel mass m−→f , are depicted
in Figure 6 as well as the record of all computed
predictions of the AFR during the simulation.

Combustion
Engine

(Simulation)

MPC

Controller

tr

uf

ne

λ

Fig. 4. Control scheme
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Fig. 5. Simulation of the engine air-fuel ratio
control

5. CONCLUSION

In this article, we present preliminary design of
a predictive controller for SI-engine air-fuel ratio.
The control as well as the prediction are based
on a ARX model network where the knowledge
of physical phenomena is included a priori into
assumptions that are utilized to design the model
structure. The results are acceptable from the sim-
ulation point of view. However one has to expect
worse results in real situation, particularly in λ
peek overshoots. The control is based on inter-
nal model (IM) simulation strategy, with throttle
position measurement, without mass air flow sen-
sor or intake manifold pressure sensor. For future
real time applications the algorithm is expressed
in a simple analytical form (without constraints)
which brings rather lower computational demands
on hardware.
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